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PART 1. THE SHARING OF PREOCCUPATIONS AND EXPERIENCES. 

In this part the Listening Post participants were invited to identify, 
contribute, and explore their experience in their various social roles, be 
those in work, unemployed, or retired; as members of religious, political, 
neighbourhood or voluntary or leisure organisations, or as members of 
families and communities. This part was largely concerned with what 
might be called, ‘the stuff of people’s everyday lives’, that relating to 
the ‘socio’ or ‘external’ world of participants. 

PART 2. IDENTIFICATION OF MAJOR THEMES. 

In part 2 the aim was to collectively identify the major themes 
emerging from Part 1. From several presented these have been drawn 
together under the following 3 interrelated themes: 

Theme 1. Polarity or reflection between mega corporations and small 
village culture: one grows in opposition to the other? There is 
manipulation, control and secrecy in relation to macro ‘global’ issues 
e.g. TTIP and its ‘invasion’ of Europe through secret ways to undermine 
legal process. Covert and overt prejudice in microcosm: villages can 
be politically self -organising or covertly hostile in their avoidance of 
communication. 

A member of society opened the discussion by asking under the newly 
elected Tory Government would we be facing ‘another five years of 
servitude’? At the last Listening Post the election hadn't happened, but 
the metaphors used had included ’concern about electing a pilot who 
would crash the plane, or sink the ship’. 
 
A member spoke of his current preoccupation; he has noticed a 
‘default position’ of extreme cynicism in the news, based on increasing 
the fear of others. He felt that there has been a general shift in the 
orientation of the media to the right. The Tories want to take us back to 
19th century, Islamic State to the 13th century. Another member 
disagreed; there is now a different global trade market and situation. A 
member commented ‘it is not the Tories or USA who are controlling us, 
it is now multinational companies’. Members of society felt that they we 
were being encouraged to believe that militarisation is a good thing. A 
member commented that it was disappointing to conclude that 



propaganda by the Tories has succeeded. Another member of society 
asked whether this was in fact a realistic response to the current world 
situation which is also complex and unstable e.g.  Russia and Ukraine,  
and Islamic State in Iraq and Syria. 
 
An example of multi- national corporation power is the Transatlantic 
Trade Investment Partnership ( TTIP) . Some members expressed 
concern about its potential to undermine sovereign law and  powers, 
including the potential ability to sue a Government. 

A member of society talked about moving out of London, and is now 
more connected to a village in Hertfordshire. She commented on the 
deep interest in local issues, and realising that there is a lot of grass 
roots organisation via the local parish council. She is now seeing a lot of 
things through the inside - joining clubs as a result of worrying about 
being lonely, and seeing a real network. The groups are very 
enterprising and looking towards resolving ecological issues. There is a 
lot of local help and yet no money passes hands. Another member of 
society talked about being in a rented property, her next door 
neighbour who is now in her 80’s has lost her husband, but is struggling 
to find local carers. She assumed that others in her road had talked 
about his death, but they hadn't. So the close knit community 
sometimes doesn't work. 
 

Theme 2. Prejudice and segregation on racial grounds: Despite a multi 
-cultural modality there is still small town and UK wide prejudice. In 
town it is now more covert – but still not far from ‘No Blacks or Irish’.  
 
Another member of society talked about being terrified of the idea of 
living in a rural English village because she is Irish. She arrived in England 
1947 when it was very difficult as Ireland had been neutral during WW2, 
and feelings were running strong about this. There was a lot of anti- Irish 
feeling (which also re-surfaced during the IRA bombing campaigns). 
She trained to be a nurse but at the time there were few Irish nurses. 
She learnt a lot about discrimination. A member asked was the 
prejudice named or a feeling. She replied it was very real, and very 
hard to make friends, she was living in hospital accommodation. Local 
boarding house signs said ‘No Irish, No blacks, No dogs’. 
 
She reflected that moving to a new country was as a big step. It has 
got easier for Irish people now, but the same had happened to the 
West Indians. A member questioned ‘how often are we in mixed racial 
groups’ ? Some members of society said every day. A U.S. citizen said it 
was very different in the U.S. especially in the 1960’s. She commented 
that use of the English language is more integrated here. A member 
commented on his experience in living in North Wales as an Englishman 
- he experiences an overt nationalism and resentment of the English. 



Through their laws, education and culture they are required to speak 
Welsh. It was hard to be part of the community, especially when the 
Welsh they spoke was very poor, it felt uncomfortable and is a very 
current issue. 
 
A member was born in London but having lived for months in a 
caravan in the West Midlands he picked up a Birmingham accent. He 
notices that on return to London he drops back into a cockney accent. 
He commented ‘If you don't you are seen as aloof, or middle class’. He 
has Gambian friend who is very black. He is a professional African 
drummer - has several jobs including drumming and cooking at a pub, 
but complains that he hasn't been paid. He wonders about a covert 
racism. 
 
A member of society commented on our previous concerns about TTIP 
as colonialism, but from the discussion it seems it is here in our own 
communities. A member mentioned a female black classical musician 
who is working as an established performer in London, but has felt the 
need to start an all -black orchestra. It still seems necessary for groups 
to find self - identification. She feels saddened and disappointed by 
this. A member of society spoke of his brother being part of his rural 
community – he is seen as an essential part of it, and this is part of his 
identity. This identification is strong.  

Theme 3. Using trauma as a justification; as a reversal of history or to 
give hope. There is a reification and amplification of trauma in relation 
to identity. It is used to create a large group identity e.g. as a nation. If 
one person is killed it feels like an assault on the whole nation. 

Is this identification why countries exist? Until WW1 there were few 
international border controls nor the need for passports. Currently 
Islamic State destroys cultural artefacts, it wants to wipe out cultural 
memory. They put beheadings on YouTube – they are medieval in 
practice, and yet using new technology. TTIP also wants to destroy 
countries. Burmese Muslims are now rejected and exiled on boats. 

A member commented on the recent news about the suicide pilot in 
the Alps. He felt it was so difficult for connections to be made. When 
looking at the time it happened, what struck him was that the Greek 
P.M. who is far left, had just decided that he would give Angela Merkel 
a history lesson about Germany’s role in WW2, and especially what it 
was like to under the nazi occupation, including them taking Greek 
Jews to Auschwitz. Was this a reason for the German co -pilot to 
commit this act? Was the justification for suicide by the co-pilot for 
‘family reasons’ – ‘against father and father land’. Understanding this 
feels extremely important. Why do people commit mass murders ? 
 
It seems there was an unconscious connection between Greece’s 
economic situation and the co-pilot acting out.  Where would the 



focus be to prevent this ? - to ‘take a history’ by speaking with the co-
pilot. We would need to ‘find a history’. 
 
A member commented that ‘taking a history’ meant ‘looking for the 
trauma’. If you go into the history you find the trauma e.g. Islamic State 
fighting the trauma of the destruction of their caliphate by the 
crusaders in the 13th Century. They are now looking to re- build it. Or 
people look to a reversal of trauma: the previous comment on the 
Welsh fighting the English invasion. A member spoke of a Bosnian friend 
who had lived in a Bosnian village alongside all nationalities, no one 
locked doors, they shared freely, then everything exploded. He had 
been in Serbian concentration camps before coming to the UK. He 
could not make eye contact with guards, otherwise he would have  
been shot. The creation of Jewish state has ghettoised both the Israelis 
and the Palestinians. Yet the fighters in IS have not experienced 13th 
century abuse – why do they then enact it ? – people felt it is through 
parental influence and education. Members asked themselves ‘how 
do we stop this going on’?  
 
PART 3. ANALYSIS AND HYPOTHESIS FORMATION . 

In this part of the Listening Post the members were working with the 
information resulting from Parts 1&2, with a view to collectively 
identifying the underlying dynamics both conscious and unconscious 
that may be predominant at the time; and, developing hypotheses as 
to why they might be occurring at the moment . Here the members 
were working more with what might be called their ‘psycho’ or 
‘internal’ world. Their collective ideas and ways of thinking that both 
determine how they perceive the external realities and shape their 
actions towards them. The resulting analysis has been shaped into 2 
interrelated hypotheses. 

Analysis. 

A female member of the group observed and commented  on the 
fact that group had divided along gender lines at this point in the 
meeting.  

Comments were made about the theme of ‘Loss of memory’: a 
member of society mentioned a friend who has developed Alzheimer's. 
The increase in this condition is due to us living longer therefore there is 
a greater chance of developing it. What becomes of us as individuals 
in a society that doesn't care about the old, and does not have 
adequate support mechanisms ? But as we have heard others are not 
forgetting the 13th century, nor Israel the holocaust which is enacted in 
the way it treats its Arab neighbours. We forget who we are through 
Alzheimer's - but do we have a choice to forget at the societal level? 
We have been also deliberately remembering things recently WW1 
and D Day etc. 



A female member commented that what is missing is the mother, as 
the father is remembered through war and trauma. Women are still 
given their place. We blame patriarchy and matriarchy; a member 
commented that in the U.S.A. war veterans are well looked after. A 
citizen of the USA disagreed. 
 
A member asked ‘about forgetting – is it because there is too much to 
remember - too much trauma, too much history? ’; we have heard this 
evening about Greece, Germany, Israel, Syria, Iraq, Bosnia, Burma, 
Wales etc. We have a limited capacity to keep it all in mind. 
 
We choose to forget things, a member of society had been in the 
U.S.A.  He felt the people there are able to forget guilt e.g. the reasons 
behind 9/11. There was no connection between the meaning of the 
twin towers – the world trade centre, and what they represented. We 
need to be reminded. A member commented that he doesn't like the 
concept of guilt - what does it serve? Should we be shamed but not 
guilty? Do we still hold guilt about the British empire?  A member 
commented that when she was teaching in multi -cultural schools she 
modified her accent because it was very British. The empire has 
influenced racism. 
 
The Germans feel the Greeks are guilty because they have racked up 
huge debts, and the Greeks feel the Germans are guilty about their 
role in WW2.  In German the word ‘Schuld’ means both guilt and debt. 
 

Hypothesis: We choose to forget because in the increasingly globalised 
world we cannot find well bounded  and containing social structures 
that might hold and  facilitate a ‘working through’ of the trauma to 
some resolution; we are unable to achieve a digestible or ambivalent 
holding of our now enmeshed world histories.  

Analysis. 
 
A member of society spoke about sleep researchers in Israel who were 
interested in the sleep patterns of holocaust survivors; those with mental 
health issues were having vivid dreams and waking and remembering 
them. The ones who were not remembering their dreams were better 
adjusted.  Categories of people - slight disconnect, did those who 
didn't dream enable the state to act out against the Palestinians. 
Whereas those who had mental illness were owning it ? The Israeli WW 2 
trauma is displaced onto the Palestinians. The Israeli media doesn't tell 
its people what is happening in relation to territory, and then the Israeli 
people believe they are in great peril. 
 
A member commented on forgetting dreams as a loss of symbolism, 
another commented ‘If you don't remember the trauma you are better 



off and can get on with it’. If you don't symbolise (or don't look at the 
guards), you avoid the trauma. This leads to an unconscious 
discouragement of symbolisation.  In South Africa the truth and 
reconciliation commission has done things that have never happened 
before. Are we able as a world to use truth and reconciliation? - logos - 
or do we sink into the morass of warfare. 
 
A member commented that Rudyard Kipling sent his son to war and he 
was killed. At the time this was felt as OK and even admirable, it now 
seems tragic. In 50 years - time we will be seen as ignorant. A large 
group identity enabled the mobilisation of strong feelings, and 
appealed to a sense of membership of the civilised world. What you 
think you are a citizen of? it might be very small or global - how do we 
define the boundary ? Is it social or individual? 
 
Appeal to duty is linked to your duty and citizenship. A U.S citizen 
commented that in the USA there are atrocious gun laws, the military 
sells excess weapons to the police. Black people are then shot due to 
these guns. Mistrust of the other is congruent with the size of territory 
and groups. 
 
The evening discussion started off talking about the Tory party getting 
re- elected, village life, TTIP - the boundaries are disappearing. We 
invent new traumas to distract us. All those who voted could not 
tolerate the £12 billion deficit, and people felt they couldn't trust 
Labour because of this. This was based on the fallacy that the global 
recession was Labour’s fault. We are left with Hobson’s choice -
 bankruptcy with labour or inequality with the Tories. This election was 
as unexpected as 1990's. We are at the mercy of democracy - 
whatever we think isn't going to make any difference whether we are 
informed or not. Ultimately the large group will decide. The problem of 
boundaries is enacted by Cameron re -negotiating our membership of 
the EU - they said they would crash the plane, so we voted them in.   

A member asked the question: ‘Do we think will capitalism evolve and 
develop to progress and redistribute money, rather than just 
accumulate wealth’ ? Another member responded:  ‘It will take a 
trauma for it to happen’. 

Hypothesis: In the face of global change and unknown local futures, 
members of society choose to stick with a safe concept of immediate 
(large) group identity, even if, like lemmings, we are running towards 
the precipice.  

Convenor: John Diamond 
 

 


